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Prevention Is Better 
Than Cure

EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS FOR HIGHWAYS

 ROAD REPAIR & REINSTATEMENT

Preformed

A CLOSER LOOK AT ROAD REPAIR SOLUTIONS 
Cold applied

• Simple torch on application
• Long term skid resistance
• Can be laid all year long
• Trafficked after 5–10 minutes
• For small surface defects
• Appropriate for cracks up to 5 mm

• Fast installation & rapid curing times
• Tough and durable
• Strong thermal bond to substrates
• Ideal for highly trafficked roads
• Application through filling or screeding

• Catalyst controlled, rapid curing 
• Tough, durable, long service life
• A complete all in one solution
• No specialist equipment required
• Application via spreader

Hot applied

Road repair & reinstatement products play a pivotal role in helping to extend 
the operational life of road surfaces. SWARCO Road Marking Systems offers a 
comprehensive portfolio designed to deliver higher levels of safety and more 
efficiency within road networks. Our solutions can be used over a wide range of 
road defects, including small cracks, open joints, potholes and reinstatement areas.
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For more information about 
road repair & reinstatement, 
simply scan this QR code!

DID YOU KNOW?

Our road repair products are engineered to last, helping  
to minimise repeat visits to problematic areas and prevent 
further surface deterioration.

Preformed, hot and cold applied solutions can be installed rapidly 
and driven over after a short period of time, minimising road 
closures and saving both installer and road user precious time.

Durability Quick Installation

Car damage caused by potholes can result in expensive 
repairs for the drivers and potential compensations paid by 
the road authorities. Providing long term solutions for road 
repair & reinstatement will help to minimise such damage.

It is well known that potholes are one of the main causes  
of accidents. They can make you lose control of your vehicle 
or even surprise the car behind you. Well maintained roads 
can help the drivers to stay in control of their machines.

Economical Efficiency Safety

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

22Every                  seconds a pothole  
is repaired in England and Wales

2 %                 is the reduction in CO2 emissions  
       achieved through road repairs, 
with thin overlays showing the most significant 
reduction and crack seals the least

27 %               of British motorists have had  
               their car damaged by potholes

18 %             of roads in England rated  
                           to be in poor condition 
(less than 5 years life remaining)


